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ESTATE AGENTS (FORMS AND FEES) RULES, 1986
[L.N. 290/1986, L.N. 35/1989.]

1. These Rules may be cited as the Estate Agents (Forms and Fees) Rules, 1986.
2. The application for registration as an estate agent in accordance with section 13(1) of
the Act shall be in Form I set out in the First Schedule.
3. The register of estate agent to be maintained by the registrar under section 7(1) of the
Act shall be in Form II set out in the First Schedule.
4. The certificate of registration to be issued to a person whose name has been entered
in the register in accordance with section 8(1) of the Act shall be in Form III set out in the
First Schedule.
5. An application for an inquiry in accordance with sections 16(2) and 23(1) of the Act shall
be in Form IV set out in the First Schedule.
6. An application for restoration of the name on the register pursuant to section 24 of the
Act shall be in Form V set out in the First Schedule.
7. The application for renewal of registration shall be in Form VI set out in the First Schedule.
7A. The annual practising certificate shall be in Form VII set out in the First Schedule.
[L.N. 35/1989, s. 2.]

8. The fees set on the Second Schedule shall be payable in respect of the matters set out
therein.

FIRST SCHEDULE
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ESTATE AGENTS (REMUNERATION) RULES, 1987
[L.N. 36/1987, L.N. 198/2002.]

1. These Rules may be cited as the Estate Agents (Remuneration) Rules, 1987.
2. The estate agents remuneration shall be calculated in accordance with the scale of fees
set out in the Schedule.

SCHEDULE
[L.N. 198/2002.]

SCALE OF FEES
SCALE 1

SCALE 1A

SCALE IB

SCALE 1C

SCALE 2 – LETTINGS
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SCALE 3

SCALE 4 – MANAGEMENT

SCALE 5
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ESTATE AGENTS (DEPOSIT INTEREST) RULES, 1987
[L.N. 34/1987.]

1. These Rules may be cited as the Estate Agents (Deposit Interest) Rules, 1987.
2. In these Rules “separate designated account” means a deposit account in the name of
the estate agent or his company in title of which the word “client” appears as to the identity
of the client or matter concerned.
3. Except as provided by these Rules an estate is not liable by virtue of the relation between
the estate agent and the client to account to the client for the interest received by the estate
agent on moneys deposited in a client account being moneys received or held for or on
account of his clients generally.
4. When an estate agent holds or receives for or an account of a client money on which,
having regard to all circumstances (including the amount and the length of time for which the
money is likely to be held), interest ought in fairness to the client to be earned for him, the
estate agent shall take instructions from the client concerning the investment of that money.
5. An estate agent is liable to account to a client for interest received on moneys deposited
in a client account where the moneys are deposited in a separate designated account.
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ESTATE AGENTS (DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS) (PROCEDURE) RULES, 1987
ARRANGEMENT OF RULES
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ESTATE AGENTS (DISCIPLINARY
PROCEEDINGS) (PROCEDURE) RULES, 1987
[L.N. 35/1987.]

PART I – PRELIMINARY

1. Citation
These Rules may be cited as the Estate Agents (Disciplinary Proceedings) (Procedure)
Rules, 1987.

2. Interpretation
In these Rules, unless the context otherwise requires—
“Board’s advocate” means an advocate appointed by the Board to assist in
conducting a inquiry under these Rules;
“charge” means a charge or charges to be specified in a notice of inquiry;
“complainant” means a person who makes a complaint to the Board;
“complaint” means a case where it is alleged that a practising estate agent has
been convicted of an offence under the Act or under the Penal Code (Cap. 63);
“inquiry” means a disciplinary inquiry into the conduct of an estate agent held by
the Board sitting as a tribunal;
“notice of inquiry” means a written and signed notice from the Board which is sent
to an estate agent specifying, in the form of a charge of charges, matters upon which the
inquiry is to be held, and stating the date, time and place where the inquiry is to be held;
“professional misconduct” means serious misconduct judged by the statement
published by the Board pursuant to section 21(1) of the Act and all rules, which govern
the practice of estate agency.
PART II – PROCEEDINGS RELATING TO
CONVICTION AND PROFESSIONAL MISCONDUCT

3. Preliminary inquiry committee
(1) There is hereby established a committee to be known as the Preliminary Inquiry
Committee which shall consist of five members elected from the members of the Board.
(2) The chairman of the Board shall also be the chairman of the Preliminary Inquiry
Committee and shall convene the meeting of the Committee as and when necessary.

4. Functions of the preliminary inquiry committee
(1) The functions of the Preliminary Inquiry Committee shall be to receive and review
complaints against an estate agent and to determine and report to the Board whether an
inquiry should be held pursuant to sections 18(2) and 23(1) of the Act in respect of the estate
agent.
(2) Subject to paragraph (1), the Preliminary Inquiry Committee after considering the
complaint and making such inquires with respect thereto as it may think fit, shall—
(a)
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if of the opinion that the complaint does not warrant reference to the Board
for inquiry, reject the complaint and so inform the Board;
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(b)

if of the opinion that the complaint does warrant reference to the Board, cause
it to be referred to the Board, together with its findings and recommendations.

(3) For the purposes of enabling the Preliminary Inquiry Committee to carry out its
functions under these Rules, the committee may correspond with persons, including the
estate agents to whom the complaint relates, as it thinks fit and may peruse or inspect all
documents relating to the complaint.

5. Submission of complaints, etc.
(1) Whenever a complaint or information is received by the chairman from a body or
person and it appears to him that—
(a)

an estate agent has been convicted of an offence under this Act or under the
Penal Code (Cap. 63); or

(b)

that a question arises whether the conduct of an estate agent constitutes
serious professional misconduct,

the chairman shall submit the matter to the Preliminary Inquiry Committee.
(2) When the Preliminary Inquiry Committee refers the complaint to the Board under
rule 4(2)(b), the chairman shall send to the estate agent to whom the complaint relates a
notice of inquiry which shall—
(a)

be in Form IV in the First Schedule to the Estate Agents (Forms and Fees)
Rules, 1986 (L.N. 290/1986) and shall, unless the Board otherwise directs,
require the party to whom it is addressed to furnish the chairman and every
other party a notice of all the documents which he intends to rely on at the
hearing;

(b)

set out, in general terms, the charge or charges of professional misconduct
made against the estate agent; and

(c)

specify the date and time and the place at which the inquiry is proposed to
be held.

(3) The notice of inquiry shall be sent to the estate agent by registered post addressed
to his last known address as notified to the registrar or by any other means approved by
the Board.
(4) In any case where there is a complaint, a copy of the notice of inquiry shall be sent
to him.

6. Procedure in cases relating to conviction
(1) In case relating to condition, where the estate agent appears, the following order
of proceedings shall be observed as respects proof of convictions alleged in the charge or
charges—
(a)

the complainant, or if a complainant does not appear or there is no
complainant, the Board’s advocate shall adduce evidence of the conviction
and produce before the Board a certified copy of the court proceedings which
resulted in the conviction of the estate agent;

(b)

if, as regards a conviction, no evidence is adduced, the chairman shall
thereupon announce that the conviction has not been approved;

(c)

the chairman shall ask the estate agent whether he admits each previous
conviction of which evidence is so adduced;

(d)

if the estate agent does not admit all the convictions, he may, if he intends
to adduce other oral evidence as respects any conviction which he does not
admit either in person or by his advocate, open his case;
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(e)

the estate agent or his advocate, as the case may be, may adduce evidence
in respect of any conviction which he does not admit;

(f)

at the close of the evidence for the estate agent, the complainant or the
Board’s advocate, as the case may be, may with the leave of the Board,
adduce evidence to rebut any evidence adduced by the estate agent;

(g)

The estate agent or his advocate may then address the Board and close his
case.

(2) Where the estate agent does not appear and the Board has decided to proceed with
the inquiry, subparagraphs (a) and (b) of paragraph (1) shall apply but the remainder of that
paragraph shall not apply.
(3) On the conclusion of the proceedings under this rule the Board shall consider every
conviction alleged in the charge or charges, other than a conviction which has been admitted
by the estate agent, and shall determine whether it has been proved and the chairman
shall determine whether it has been proved and the chairman shall then announce its
determination in such terms as the board may approve.

7. Procedure in cases relating to conduct
(1) In all cases relating to conduct where the estate agent appears the following order
of proceedings shall apply—
(a)

it the complainant appears, he shall open the case against the estate agent
or where the complainant does not appear or there is no complainant, the
Board’s advocate shall present all the facts on which the complainant or
information is based;

(b)

the complainant or the Board’s advocate, as the case may be, may address
the Board and adduce evidence of the facts alleged in the charge or charges;

(c)

If as respects any change no evidence is adduced, the Board shall announce
a finding that the estate agent is not guilty of infamous or disgraceful conduct
in a professional respect as alleged in the charge or charges;

(d)

at the close of the case against him the estate agent or his advocate may
make either one or both of the following submissions as respects any charge
which remain outstanding namely—
(i)

that no sufficient evidence has been adduced upon which the Board
could find that the facts alleged have been proved.

(ii)

that the facts of which evidence has been adduced are insufficient to
support a finding of infamous or disgraceful conduct in a professional
respect;

and where any such submission is made, the complainant or the Board’s advocate, as
the case may be, may answer the submission and the estate agent or his advocate may
reply thereto;
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(e)

if a submission is made under paragraph (d), the Board shall consider
and determine whether the submission should be upheld and if the Board
determines to uphold such a submission as regards any charge, it shall
record, and the chairman shall announce, that the estate agent is not guilty
of infamous or disgraceful conduct in a professional respect in respect of the
matters to which that charge relates;

(f)

the estate agent may then, if he intends to adduce oral evidence in addition to
his own evidence, open his case upon any charge which remains outstanding;
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(g)

at the close of the evidence for the estate agent the complaint or the Board’s
advocate, as the case may be, may with leave of the Board, adduce evidence
to rebut any evidence adduced by the estate agent;

(h)

the complainant, or the Board’s advocate, as the case may be, may then
address the Board and close his case.

(2) The estate agent or his advocate may then address the Board and close his case.
(3) Where in a case relating to conduct the estate agent does not appear the Board
decides to proceed with the inquiry only subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) of paragraph (1)
shall apply.
(4) On conclusion of the proceedings under paragraph (1) the Board shall consider and
determine, as respects each charge which remains outstanding which, if any, of the facts
alleged in the charge has been proved to their satisfaction.
(5) If under paragraph (3) the Board decides, as regards any charge, either that none of
the facts alleged in the charge have been proved would be insufficient to support a finding of
misconduct in a professional respect, the Board shall record a finding that the estate agent
as the case may be, is not guilty of the misconduct alleged in the charge or charges.
(6) The chairman shall announce determination or the finding of the Board after the
procedure prescribed under this rule has been complied with.

8. Procedure where an estate agent admits the charge
(1) Where in case relating to conduct or conviction the estate agent admit at the opening
of the inquiry all the facts alleged in any charge or charges against him, the chairman shall
thereupon announce that the facts alleged in such charge or charges have been proved.
(2) The complainant or the Board’s advocate, as the case may be, shall address the
Board and may adduce evidence as to the circumstance leadings up to the charge or
charges and the character and previous history of the estate agent.
(3) The Board shall consider then invite the estate agent or his advocate to address it
by way of mitigation.
(4) The Board shall consider and determine the charge or charges and announce their
determination or finding.

9. Procedure in cases relating both to conviction and to conduct
Where the estate agent is alleged to have been convicted of any offence under this Act
or the Penal Code (Cap. 63) and also to have been guilty of misconduct in a professional
respect, the Board shall first deal with the charge or charges relating to conviction before
dealing with charge or charges relating to conduct; and in both cases the provisions or rules
6 and 7 shall apply respectively.

10. Joint inquiries, etc.
(1) Nothing in these Rules shall be construed as preventing an inquiry being held jointly
into charges against two or more estate agents.
(2) where a joint inquiry is held, the provisions of these Rules shall apply subject to the
necessary adaptations and any directions which may be given by the Board.
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PART III – PROCEEDINGS RELATING TO APPLICATIONS FOR RESTORATION

11. Application for restoration
(1) An application for restoration of the name of estate agent on the register or the
restoration of a licence after removal or cancellation pursuant to section 16 and 23 of the
Act shall be in Form V set out in the First Schedule, the Estate Agents (Forms and Fees)
Rules (L.N. 290/1986).
(2) All applications for restoration of the name on the register shall be accompanied by
a certificate of identity and good character in Form V set out in the Schedule to the Estate
Agents (Forms and Fees) Rules and signed by an estate of at least ten years standing.
(3) The Estate agent making an application under paragraph (1) shall give the names
of three referees, two of whom shall be estate agents of at least ten years experience and
of good repute and social statues, to whom the Board can send a request for information
about the character, habits and conduct of the applicant during the period of suspension.
(4) At the hearing of the application the following procedure shall be followed—
(a)

the registrar shall state to the Board the circumstances in which the applicant’s
name was removed or erased from the register and shall adduce evidence
as to the conduct of the estate agent since that time;

(b)

the chairman shall then invite the applicant to address the Board if he so
wishes, and adduce evidence as to his conduct since his name was erased
from the register;

(c)

the Board may, if it thinks fit, receive oral or written observation on the
applicant from any body or person whose complaint resulted in the applicant’s
name being erased from the register.

(5) At the close of the proceedings under this rule the Board shall record and the
chairman shall pronounce the finding or determination of the Board.
(6) Subject to the provision of this rule, the proceedings of the Board in connexion with
applications for restoration of the name of an estate agent on the register, shall be such as
the Board may determine.

12. Adjournment or proceedings
The Board may at any state during an inquiry under these Rules adjourn its proceedings
as it thinks fit.

13. Proceedings be in camera
The proceedings of the Board shall be held in camera.

14. Summons at proceedings
(1) The Board may issue a summons, in Form I set out in the Schedule to any person
to attend as a witness or to produce any documents.
(2) Any person who files when summoned by the Board to attend as a witness or to
produce any books or documents which he is required to produce shall be guilty of an offence
and liable to a fine of two thousand shillings or to imprisonment for one month or to both
such fine and imprisonment.
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15. Notes taken at proceedings
Any party to the proceedings shall, on application, be furnished with a transcript of the
shorthand notes or a certified copy of the proceedings or determination or findings of the
Board on the payment of a fee for every page of the shorthand notes or certified proceedings
or determination or finding of the Board.

16. Venue of meetings
Meeting of the Board for purposes of an inquiry under these Rules, except in so far as
the chairman may otherwise direct, shall be held at the offices of the Board and may be held
as regularly as circumstances require.

17. Service of documents
The service of a summons or documents shall be by post or by any means approved by
the Board as being the most convenient in the circumstances.

18. Evidence
(1) For the purpose of these Rules, the Board may receive oral, documentary or other
evidence of any fact or matter which appears to it be relevant to the inquiry into any matter
before it.
(2) The Board may, if satisfied that the interests of justice will not be prejudiced, admit in
evidence without strict proof, copies of documents which are themselves admissible, maps,
plans, recorded tapes, photographs, certificates of conviction and sentence, certificates of
birth and marriage and death, the records including records of the Lands and Settlement
and other Government Ministries, records of estate agents and any other Government
Ministries, records of estate agents and any other relevant sources, the notes and minutes of
proceedings before the Board and before other tribunals and courts, and the board may take
note without strict proof thereof of the professional qualifications, the address and identity
of the estate agent.

SCHEDULE
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ESTATE AGENTS (ACCOUNTANT’S CERTIFICATE) RULES, 1989
[L.N. 36/1989.]

1. Citation
These Rules may be cited as the Estate Agents (Accountant’s Certificate) Rules, 1989.

2. Interpretation
(1) In these Rules unless the context otherwise requires—
“accountant’s certificate” means the certificate provided for by rule 3;
“estate agent” means any person whose name is duly entered upon the register of
estate agents kept in accordance with section 7 of the Act;
“the Board” means the Estate Agents Registration Board;
(2) The expressions “client”, “client account”, and “client money” have the
meanings assigned to them in the Estate Agents (Accounts) Rules, 1989 (L.N. 20/1989).

3. Accountant’s certificate
Subject to these Rules, every estate agent shall once in every practice year deliver to
the Board a certificate signed by an accountant and complying with these Rules.

4. Qualification of accountant
(1) An accountant is qualified to give an accountant’s certificate under these Rules if—
(a)

he has neither been at any time during the accounting period, nor
subsequently, before giving the certificate, become a partner, clerk or servant
of the estate agent or any partner or co-director of any company of which he
is a member of; and

(b)

he is not subject to notice of disqualification under paragraph (2);

(2) In either of the following cases, that is to say, where—
(a)

the accountant has been found guilty by the Disciplinary Tribunal of his
professional body of professional misconduct or discreditable conduct; or

(b)

the Board is satisfied that an estate agent has not complied with the provisions
of the Estate Agent (Accounts) Rules, 1989, in respect of matters not specified
in an accountant’s certificate and that the accountant was negligent in giving
such certificate, the Board may at any time notify the accountant concerned,
that he is not qualified to give accountant’s certificate, and it may give notice
of that fact to any estate agent on whose behalf he has given an accountant’s
certificate, and after the accountant has been so notified, unless and until the
notice is withdrawn by the Board, he is not qualified to give an accountant’s
certificate.

5. Duty of accountant
(1) With a view to the signing of an accountant’s certificate an accountant is not required
to do more than—
(a)
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make a general test examination of the books of account of the estate agent;
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(b)

ascertain whether a client account is kept and operated in accordance with
the Estate Agents (Accounts) Rules, 1989;

(c)

make a general test examination of the bank pass books and statements kept
in relation to the estate agent’s practice;

(d)

make a comparison, as at not fewer than two dates selected by the
accountant, between—

(e)

(i)

the liabilities of the estate agent to his clients as shown by his books
of account;

(ii)

the balance standing to the credit of the client account; and

ask for such information and explanations as he may require arising out of
paragraphs (a) to (d);

(2) If after making the investigation prescribed by paragraph (1), it appears to the
accountant that there is evidence that the Estate Agents (Accounts) Rules, 1989, have
not been complied with, he shall make such further investigations as may be necessary to
enable him to sign the accountant’s certificate.

6. Form of accountant’s certificate
An accountant’s certificate delivered by an estate agent shall be in the form set out in
the Schedule or in a form to the like effect approved by the Board.

7. Powers of the Board
The Board shall, in each practice year, be satisfied that the delivery of an accountant’s
certificate is unnecessary, and shall not require evidence of that fact, in the case of an estate
agent who—
(a)

holds his first current practising certificate; or

(b)

after having for twelve months or more ceased to hold a current practising
certificate, holds his next current practicing certificate; or

(c)

delivers to the Board a statutory declaration stating that the Estate Agents
(Accounts) Rules, 1989 did not apply to him because he had not, during the
period to which the declaration refers, practised on his own account either
alone or in partnership or held or received client’s money; or

(d)

has ceased to hold a current practising certificate and, if he has at any time
after the 9th February, 1986, held or received client’s money, has delivered
an accountant’s certificate covering an accounting period ending on the date
upon which he ceased to hold or receive client’s money; or

(e)

has at no time since the 9th February, 1986, held a current practising
certificate or held or received client’s money.

8. Accounting period
Subject to rules 9, 10 and 11 the accounting period specified in an accountant’s certificate
shall—
(a)

begin at the expiry of the last preceding accounting period for which an
accountant’s certificate has been delivered;

(b)

cover not less than twelve months;

(c)

terminate not more than six months before the date of the delivery of the
certificate to the Board; and

(d)

where possible correspond to a period or consecutive periods for which the
accounts of the estate agent or his firm are ordinarily made up.
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9. Duration of accounting period
The accounting period specified in an accountant’s certificate delivered during the
practice year beginning on the 9th February, 1986 shall begin on—
(a)

the date to which the estate agents books were last made up before the 9th
February, 1986;

(b)

if the books were not made up during the practice year beginning on the 9th
February, 1986, either on the 9th February, 1986, or on the day upon which
the estate agent began or began again to hold or receive client’s money,
whichever be the later; or

(c)

in the case of an estate agent retiring from practice who has ceased to hold
or receive client’s money after the 9th February, 1986, the period up to the
date upon which he so ceased.

10. Accounting periods for firms of estate agents
In any practice year beginning on or after the 9th February, 1986—
(a)

in the case of an estate agent who—
(i)

becomes under an obligation to deliver his first accountant’s certificate;
or

(ii)

having been exempt under rule 7 from delivering an accountant’s
certificate in the previous practice year becomes under an obligation
to deliver an accountant’s certificate,

the accounting period shall begin on the date upon which he first held or
received client’s money or, after such exemption, began again to hold or
receive client’s money, and may cover less than twelve months, and shall in
all other respects comply with rule 8; and
(b)

in the case of an estate agent retiring from practice who, having ceased
to hold or receive client’s money, is under an obligation to deliver his final
accountant’s certificate, the accounting period shall end on the date upon
which he ceased to hold or receive client’s money, and may cover less than
twelve months, and shall in other respects comply with rule 8.

11. Accounting periods for estate agents not exempt under rule 7
(1) In any practice year beginning on or after the 9th February, 1986, in the case of an
estate agent who—
(a)

was not exempt under rule 7 from delivering an accountant’s certificate in the
preceding practice year; and

(b)

since the expiry of the accounting period covered by such accountant’s
certificate has become, or ceased to be a member of a firm of estate agents,

the accounting period may cover less than twelve months and shall in all other respects
comply with rule 8.
(2) In the case of an estate agent who has two or more places of business—
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(a)

separate accounting periods, covered by separate accountant’s certificates,
may be adopted in respect of each such place of business provided that the
accounting periods comply with rule 8; and

(b)

the accountant’s certificate or accountant’s certificates delivered by him to the
Board in each practice year shall cover all client’s money held or received
by him.
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12. Complaints
If any estate agent fails to comply with these Rules a complaint in respect of such failure
may be made by or on behalf of the Board to the Disciplinary Committee.

13. Certificate from Registrar
On receipt either of an accountant’s certificate or of a declaration under rule 7(3)
the Registrar will forward to the estate agent a certificate under his hand stating that an
accountant’s certificate for a specified period has been received or that no accountant’s
certificate is required for a specified period, as the case may be.

14. Final proof
A certificate under the hand of the Registrar is, until the contrary is proved, evidence that
an estate agent has or has not, as the case may be, delivered to the Board an accountant’s
certificate or supplied any evidence required under these Rules.

15. Notice of estate agent
Every notice to be given by the Board under these Rules to an estate agent shall be in
writing under the hand of the Registrar and sent by registered post to the last address of the
estate agent appearing in the register of estate agents kept by the Registrar under section
7 of the Act and when so given and sent, is taken to have been received by the estate agent
within seven days after the date of posting.

16. Notice to accountant
Every notice given by the Board under these Rules to an accountant shall be in writing
under the hand of the Registrar and sent by registered post to the address of the accountant
shown on an accountant’s certificate or appearing in the records of the accountancy body
of which the accountant is a member, and when so given and sent, is taken to have been
received by the accountant within seven days after the date of posting.

SCHEDULE
(r. 6)
FORM OF ACCOUNTANT’S CERTIFICATE
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ESTATE AGENTS (ACCOUNTS) RULES, 1989
[L.N. 20/1989.]

1. These Rules may be cited as the Estate Agents (Accounts) Rules, 1989.
2. In these Rules, unless the context otherwise requires—
“client” means any person on whose account an estate agent holds or receives
client’s money;
“client account” means a current or deposit account at a bank or financial institution
operating under the Banking Act (Cap. 488) or a building society registered under the
Building Societies Act (Cap. 489), in the name of the estate agent the title of which
accounts contains the word “client” or “trust”;
“client’s money”, in relation to an estate agent, means any money received by
him in the course of estate agency work which is a contract or a pre-contract deposit,
whether the money is held or received by him as agent, bailee, shareholder or in any
other capacity;
“connected contract”, in relation to the acquisition of an interest in land, means
a contract which is conditional upon entering into an enforceable contract for such an
acquisition (whether or not it is also conditional on other matters).
“contract deposit”, means any sum paid by a purchaser—
(a)
which in whole or in part is intended to form part of the consideration for
acquiring an interest in land in Kenya; or
(b)
which is paid by him at or after the time at which he acquires the interest
or enters into an enforceable contract to acquire it;
“estate agent” means a person who deals with the selling, mortgaging, charging,
letting or management of immovable property or of any house, shop or building, forming
part thereof or does any of the following acts—
(a)
bringing together or taking steps to bring together a prospective vendor,
lessor, lender and a prospective purchaser, lessee or borrower; or
(b)
negotiating the terms of sale, mortgage, charge or letting as an
intermediary between or on behalf of either of the principals;
“pre-contract deposit” means any sum paid by any person—
(a)
in whole or in part as a show of his intention to acquire such an interest in
immovable property or any house, shop or building forming part thereof;
(b)
in whole or in part towards meeting any liability of his in respect of the
consideration for the acquisition of such an interest which will arise if he
acquires or enters into an enforceable interest; or
(c)
in respect of a connected contract and which is paid by him at the time
or before he either acquires the interest or enters into an enforceable
contract to acquire it;
3. An estate agent may keep one client account or several client accounts as he thinks
necessary.
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4. Client’s money received by any agency work in Kenya—
(a)

is held by him on trust for the person who is entitled to call it to be paid over
to him or to be paid on his direction or have it otherwise credited to him; or

(b)

if it is received by him as a shareholder, is held by him on trust for the person
who may become so entitled on the occurrence of the event against which
the money is held.

5. Subject to rule 9, every estate agent who receives client’s money, shall without delay pay
the money into a client’s account maintained by him or by a person in whose employment
he is.
6. There shall be paid into the client’s account—
(a)

client’s money;

(b)

such money belonging to the estate agent as may be necessary for the
purpose of maintaining the account;

(c)

money to replace any sum drawn from the account in contravention of these
Rules; and

(d)

a cheque or draft received by the estate agent which he is entitled under rule
7 to split but which he does not split.

7. (1) Where an estate agent holds or receives a cheque or draft which includes client’s
money—
(a)

he may where practicable split such cheque or draft and, if he does so, he
shall deal with each part thereof as if he had received a separate cheque or
draft in respect of that part; or

(b)

if he does not split the cheque or draft, he shall pay the cheque or draft into
a client account.

(2) Money which is not client’s money but which is paid into a client’s account, other
than under rule 6, shall be paid out as soon as is reasonably possible.
8. An estate agent shall not account for any money other than money which he is required
to pay into a client’s account under these Rules.
9. An estate agent need not pay into a client account client’s money held or received by
him which—
(a)

is received by him in the form of cash and is without delay paid in cash in the
ordinary course of business to the client or to a third party; or

(b)

he pays in, without delay to the credit or a separate account opened or to be
opened in the name of a client, trust, or estate or of some person nominated
by the client; or

(c)

is received by him in the form of a cheque or draft and is without delay,
endorsed over or delivered in the ordinary course of business to the client or
to a third party for, or on behalf of or to the use of the client and is not cashed
or passed through a bank by the estate agent.

10. (1) Subject to rules 11 and 12, an estate agent may withdraw from a client account—
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(a)

money properly required for payment to the client;

(b)

money properly required for or towards a payment authorized by client;
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(c)

money properly required for or towards a payment on behalf of the client within
the mandate of the estate agent in the matter or any of the matters in which
he is acting for or on behalf of the client;

(d)

money which he is transferring to a separate account opened or to be opened
in the name of the client;

(e)

money properly required for or towards payment of a debt due to the estate
agent from the client or in reimbursement of money properly expended by the
estate agent for or on behalf of the client;

(f)

money properly required for or towards payment of the estate agent’s costs
where a bill of costs or other written intimation of the amount of the costs
incurred has been delivered to the client;

(g)

money paid into the account in contravention of these Rules;

(h)

money paid into the account under rule 6(b);

(i)

money not being client’s money paid in the account under rule 7(1)(b).

(2) Every cheque drawn upon a client account shall bear on its face the words “client
account” or “trust account”.
11. An estate agent shall not withdraw from a client account any sum in excess of the
amount held for the time being in such account for the credit of the client in respect of whom,
the drawing is proposed to be made.
12. No money may be withdrawn from the client account under paragraphs (e), (f), (g), (h)
and (i) of rule 10 except by cheque drawn in favour of the estate agent.
13. No money may be withdrawn from the client account except as may be authorized by
rule 10 or as specifically authorized in writing by the Board in pursuance of an application
made by the estate agent.
14. (1) Every estate agent shall at all times keep properly written up such books of account
as may be necessary to show—
(a)

every receipt by him of client’s money for each separate client; and

(b)

every payment or application by him of or from client’s money for each
separate client; and

(c)

the amount held by him for the time being in a client account, for each separate
client; and

(d)

the moneys expended by him for and the costs charged by him to each
separate client.

(2) The books of account referred to in paragraph (1) shall include—
(a)

either—
(i)

a cash book in which to record every transaction involving client’s
money or other money dealt with by the estate agent through a client
account and a separate cash book in which to record every transaction
involving the estate agent’s own money and relating to the affairs of
his client’s; or

(ii)

a cash book ruled with two separate principal money columns on each
side, one such column for recording every transaction involving client’s
money or other money dealt with by the estate agent through a client
account and the other for recording every transaction involving the
estate agent’s own money and relating to the affairs of his client;
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(b)

(c)

either—
(i)

a ledger in which to record every transaction involving client’s money
or other money dealt with by the estate agent through a client account
and a separate ledger in which to record every transaction involving
the estate agent’s own money and relating to the affairs of his clients;
or

(ii)

a ledger ruled with two principal money columns on each side one
such column for recording every transaction involving client’s money
or other money dealt with by the estate agent through a client account
and the other recording every transaction involving the estate agent’s
own money and relating to the affairs of his clients; and

a record showing particulars of all bills of costs delivered by the estate agent
to his clients distinguishing between profit, cost and disbursement.

(3) A cash book ledger required to be kept under these Rules may be a loose-leaf book.
(4) In this rule, “cash book” and “ledger” include such cards or other permanent
records as are necessary for the operation of a mechanical system of book-keeping.
(5) Every estate agent shall preserve for at least seven years from the date of the last
entry therein all books of account required to be kept by him under rule 14.
16. Every estate agent shall take reasonable precautions to ensure the safety of all books
of account which he is required by rule 15 to preserve and in the event of any of the books
being lost, destroyed or materially damaged shall forthwith give notice thereof to the Board
together with a written report on the circumstances.
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